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Statement of Procedural History and

Timeliness of Motion for Leave to Appeal

Plaintiffs-Movants Barry Fox ("Fox") and MBE Ltd. ("MBE")

commenced this declaratory judgment and rent overcharge action,

seeking a declaration that the rent stabilized status of his apartment

was illegally terminated and damages for back rent and attorneys' fees,

on or about May 16, 2014 (E229-243).

By Decision, Order, and Judgment dated October 13, 2016 and

entered October 18, 2016, Supreme Court, New York County (Wooten,

J.), denied the motion of Defendants 12 East 88th LLC and Nostra

Realty Corp. ("12 East") for summary judgment declaring that Fox's

apartment was deregulated by a 2008 lease renewal, granted Fox's

motion for summary judgment for a declaration in his favor, and

declared that Fox's apartment was subject to rent stabilization (R13-

29). Supreme Court, on Fox's rent overcharge damages claims, denied

Fox's motion to apply certain formulas for determining the regulated

rent and calculating overcharge damages (so as to now allow the rent to

be simply taken from an unlawfully deregulated lease), granted 12

East's motion for a declaration that such formulas for determining the

regulated rent did not apply, and set the base rent for calculating



overcharge damages as the market rate rent being charged in May 2010

(R22-25). The Supreme Court judgment also denied Fox's motion for

attorneys' fees, and implicitly denied Fox's motion for treble damages

(R27-28). Plaintiffs served the Supreme Court judgment with notice of

its entry on November 1, 2016 via electronic filing through the CM/ECF

filing system (R30-31). On November 29, 2016, Fox served a notice of

appeal from the Supreme Court judgment (R6-7). That same day, 12

East served a notice of cross appeal from the Supreme Court judgment

(R12).

By Decision and Order dated and entered April 3, 2018, the

Appellate Division, First Department (Friedman, J.P., Kahn, Gesmer,

Kern, and Moulton, JJ.), with one Justice dissenting, reversed the

Supreme Court judgment as to the declaration that Fox's apartment

was not deregulated in 2008, declared that Fox's apartment was

deregulated in 2008, and otherwise dismissed Fox's appeal therefrom as

academic (see Fox v 12 E. 88th LLC, 160 AD3d 401 [1st Dept 2018]). 12

East served the Appellate Division order with notice of its entry on Fox,

via electronic filing through the CM/ECF filing system, on April 11,

2018.
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Fox served a motion, in the Appellate Division, for leave to appeal

to this Court from the April 3, 2018 Appellate Division order, and other

relief, on April 17, 2018. By Decision and Order on Motion dated and

entered July 19, 2018, the same panel of the Appellate Division, First

Department denied Fox's motion. 12 East served the July 19, 2018

Order of the Appellate Division with notice of its entry, via first class

mail, on July 19, 2018. Therefore, this motion for leave to appeal to the

Court of Appeals is timely made (see CPLR 5513).

Jurisdictional Basis

This Court has jurisdiction of this motion for leave to appeal

pursuant to CPLR 5602(a)(l)(i), as the Appellate Division order finally

disposes of all issues in this proceeding within the meaning of the New

York Constitution. By declaring that Fox's apartment was deregulated

by the 2008 lease and otherwise dismissing Fox's appeal from the

Supreme Court judgment, the Appellate Division finally disposed of all

of Fox's claims for rent overcharge damages, which were predicated

upon Supreme Court's declaration that Fox's apartment was not

deregulated by the 2008 lease (see Fox, 160 AD 3d at 404). Particularly,

the Court held, "Fox is ,not entitled to pursue his overcharge claim in
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this action" because it was commenced more than four years after the

Court held that Fox's apartment was no longer rent stabilized in 2008

(id.).

12 East's five counterclaims also have all been finally determined.

12 East's first four counterclaims sought declarations, in the

alternative, that Fox's apartment was deregulated in 2008 by virtue of

the lease naming MBE as the tenant, and concerning how to calculate

the total amount of back rent owed, if any (R296-301). The Appellate

Division order finally determined these counterclaims by declaring that

Fox's apartment was deregulated in 2008, in effect granting 12 East's

first counterclaim, and determining that Fox's claims for back rent were

barred by the four-year statute of limitations, thereby rendering

academic 12 East's second, third, and fourth counterclaims (see Fox, 160

AD3d at 404).

12 East's fifth counterclaim, seeking a declaration that its offer of

a rent stabilized lease in 2014 to MBE alone was proper (R301-302),

was also rendered academic by the Appellate Division's holding that

Fox's apartment was deregulated in 2008. Because the apartment was

deregulated in 2008, pursuant to the Appellate Division's declaration,
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the Rent Stabilization Code did not require a rent stabilized renewal

lease to be offered thereafter (see Rent Stabilization Code [9 NYCRR]

§§ 2522.5 [b] [1], 2524.4 [c]). Accordingly, the Appellate Division order

finally determines all claims and counterclaims in this proceeding, and

leaves no further proceedings pending in Supreme Court.

Questions Presented

Where a landlord and an ongoing rent stabilized individual1.

tenant enter into a lease naming the individual's wholly-owned

corporation as tenant instead of the individual, who remains the

ongoing actual occupant, resulting in a holding of deregulation under

the Rent Stabilization Code, is the corporate lease void ab initio, and

would a contrary result effectively establish a blueprint for landlords

and tenants to collusively agree to deregulate rent stabilized properties?

Can the vacancy requirement for deregulation of an2.

apartment subject to rent stabilization by virtue of the landlord's

receipt of J-51 tax benefits ever be satisfied where the actual, ongoing

rent stabilized tenant does not physically vacate the apartment?
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Does the Appellate Division, First Department's rule in3.

Mahocherian v Lenox Hill Hospital (229 AD2d 197 [1st Dept 1997], Iv

denied 90 NY2d 835 [1997]) improperly restrict the right of a

corporation to a renewal lease under the Rent Stabilization Code only to

situations where the intended actual occupant of the apartment is

specifically listed on the face of the lease, irrespective of whether the

actual occupant is otherwise identifiable and satisfies the Code's

primary residence requirement?

In ruling that the 2008 corporate lease deregulated4.

Appellant's apartment by not expressly naming Appellant as the

individual actual occupant, did the Appellate Division create an

erroneous precedent by refusing to consider documents executed with

the lease that identified the actual occupant, either (a) because those

documents were non-extrinsic material constituting part of the overall

agreement, or (b) as relevant extrinsic evidence for rent stabilization

purposes, notwithstanding general contract interpretation principles?
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Preliminary Statement

Plaintiffs respectfully submit this memorandum in support of

their motion, pursuant to CPLR 5602(a) (l)(i), for leave to appeal to this

Court from the April 3, 2018 Decision and Order of the Supreme Court,

Appellate Division, First Department that reversed, with one Justice

dissenting, the judgment of Supreme Court and declared that Fox's

apartment was deregulated by execution of a lease by Fox's corporate

entity in 2008, even though he never physically vacated the apartment.

The shortage of available affordable housing in New York City is

an ongoing "serious public emergency" (Rent Stabilization Law of 1969

[Administrative Code of City of NY] § 26-501). The Rent Stabilization

Law of 1969, and its implementing regulations known as the Rent

Stabilization Code, were adopted to address that emergency by, among

many other things, expressly forbidding a tenant from waiving his

rights to rent stabilization rights even if he desires that result. The

Rent Stabilization Code and this Court's settled precedent is clear: a

lease or other arrangement between a landlord and tenant that has the

effect of deregulating a rent stabilized apartment is void ab initio and of

no effect. The New York City Council made this specific policy choice for
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the good health of the housing market as whole, irrespective of how

such waiver is manifested.

The Appellate Division below held that a 2008 lease that replaced

Plaintiff Barry Fox, the rent stabilized tenant and ongoing actual

occupant of the apartment, with his wholly owned corporation as the

tenant of record deregulated the apartment because Fox was not

expressly named as the intended actual occupant on the face of the

lease. Having reached this legal conclusion, the Appellate Division was

then bound to abide by the express terms of the Rent Stabilization Code

and this Court's well-established precedent—that is, to declare the 2008

lease void ab initio as an unlawful private agreement having the effect

of deregulating the apartment and waiving Fox's rent stabilization

rights as the statutory tenant. The Appellate Division erroneously

declined to do so.

Instead, the Appellate Division blatantly employed a legal

legerdemain to sidestep this Court's binding precedent. The Appellate

Division held that the 2008 lease did not violate the Rent Stabilization

Code's bar on waiver of rent stabilization rights, because under the still

extant 2008 lease, Fox was no longer the tenant and did not any longer
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have any rent stabilization rights to waive. By holding that the 2008

lease effected a transfer of Fox's tenancy to his corporation, however,

the Appellate Division enforced a lease that this Court's precedent

mandated be deemed void precisely because it waived Fox's rent

stabilization rights. The Appellate Division's fatally flawed circular

reasoning defied this Court's settled precedent, and warrants this

Court's review.

The Appellate Division also abrogated the long-standing rule of

vacancy under New York landlord-tenant law, and held that the 2008

lease transferring the tenancy to Fox's corporation effected a

"constructive vacancy" of the apartment, even though it was undisputed

and understood by the parties that Fox was and would continue to be

the ongoing actual occupant. That fictional vacancy, the Appellate

Division held, was sufficient to deregulate the apartment following the

expiration of the landlord's prior receipt of J-51 tax benefits. This novel

holding finds no support in New York law. To the contrary, the

Appellate Division's unprecedented holding conflicts with settled New

York landlord-tenant law that requires an actual physical vacancy

before an apartment may be so deregulated.
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The Appellate Division order not only presents numerous conflicts

with the express terms of the Rent Stabilization Code and this Court's

settled precedent, it also, if left unreviewed by this Court, stands as a

dangerous precedent inimical to the policies underlying the rent

stabilization scheme. Following the Appellate Division's order,

landlords and tenants may collusively, coercively, or deceptively

deregulate a rent stabilized apartment simply by agreeing to a

corporate lease without expressly naming the actual occupant of the

apartment. This, the Appellate Division erroneously held, takes the

apartment out of rent stabilization, and allows the parties to benefit

economically by entering market leases and subleases for apartments

that would have otherwise been rent stabilized. Such arrangements

would only exacerbate the ongoing "serious public emergency"

experienced in New York City, and would undermine the continuing

vitality of the rent stabilization scheme.

This Court should grant leave to appeal.

Statement of Facts and Procedural History

A. Regulatory Background

To understand the issues and procedural history in this case, it is
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important first to grasp the regulatory context in which it arises. The

New York City rent regulations were first enacted to "respond to a

critical housing shortage in the aftermath of the Second World War"

(390 W. End Assoc. v Harel, 298 AD2d 11, 15 [1st Dept 2002]). A policy

of addressing through rent regulation the contemporary need to ensure

an adequate supply of affordable housing retains a continuing urgency

ameliorate the dislocations and risk ofand vitality,1 "so as to

widespread lack of suitable dwellings'" (id., quoting Manocherian v

Lenox Hill Hosp., 84 NY2d 385, 395 [1994]). As the First Department

explained, "[o]ur long-established public policy of preserving a

moderate-priced housing stock in New York City, based on a legislative

finding of an emergency shortage of affordable housing which exists up

to the present, has been carefully codified in rent statutes and

regulations, for which a comprehensive body of case law has evolved"

(id. at 14).

To serve those compelling needs, the New York City Council—and

later the New York State Legislature—placed strict controls on rising

1 See generally Kim Barker, Jessica Silver-Greenberg, Grace Ashford, & Sarah

Cohen, How Courts Became Landlords' Crowbar, NY Times, May 22, 2018, § A at 1

[discussing how landlords use the court system "to push [rent-stabilized tenants]

out and wrest a most civic commodity — affordable housing — out of regulation and

into the free market"]).
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rents and limited the scenarios under which rent stabilized apartments

could be deregulated (see id.). The point of these regulations "is not to

protect just a tenant, but to ensure the viability of the rent regulation

system which protects tenancies in general, provides predictability to

landlords, and significantly enhances the social, economic and

demographic stability of New York City" {id. at 16).

To that end, under the Rent Stabilization Law and Rent

Stabilization Code, leases and other arrangements between landlords

and tenants that have the effect of taking an apartment out of rent

stabilization are void ab initio and of no effect (see Rent Stabilization

Code [9 NYCRR] § 2520.13 ["An agreement by the tenant to waive the

benefit of any provision of the RSL or this Code is void."]; see also

Thornton v Baron, 5 NY3d 175, 179 [2005] ["A lease provision

purporting to exempt an apartment from rent regulation in exchange

for an agreement not to use the apartment as a primary residence is

against public policy and void."]; Draper v Georgia Props., 94 NY2d 809,

811 [1999]). Indeed, "pursuant to the [Rent Stabilization Law], the rent-

regulated status of an apartment is a continuous circumstance that

remains until different facts or events occur that change the status of
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the apartment. This Court considers such legislative mandate so

sacrosanct as to be impervious to waiver" (Gersten v 56 7th Ave. LLC, 88

AD 3d 189, 199 [1st Dept 2011] [emphasis added], appeal withdrawn 18

NY3d 954 [2012]).

It is well settled that the parties to a lease governing a rent-

stabilized apartment cannot, by agreement, incorporate

terms that compromise the integrity and enforcement of the

Rent Stabilization Law. Any lease provision that subverts a

protection afforded by the rent stabilization scheme is not

merely voidable, but void (Rent Stabilization Code [9

NYCRR] § 2520.13), and this Court has uniformly thwarted

attempts, whether by mutual consent or by contract of

adhesion, to circumvent regulated rent maximums

(.Drucker v Mauro, 30 AD3d 37, 39 [1st Dept 2006], Iv dismissed 7 NY3d

844 [2006]).

The purpose of this unyielding rule is to ensure that neither

landlords nor tenants can collusively manipulate the rental market to

their own economic ends, if the impact would be to impair the

availability of affordable housing throughout the City {see id. at 39-40

["To permit a landlord to exceed the legal regulated rent on the flimsy

premise that a negotiated lease represents the settlement of a dispute

with a tenant would invite ready circumvention of the regulatory

scheme through selective invalidation of provisions of the Rent

13



Stabilization Law, severely compromising the protection it was

intended to afford and eventually eviscerating the entire rent

stabilization scheme."]).

An agreement to deregulate a rent stabilized apartment is void

regardless of which party initiates the agreement or benefits from it (see

390 W. End Assoc., 298 AD2d at 14 ["To permit the enforcement of this

lease agreement would essentially allow any landlord to evade rent

regulations by the mere expedient of a private agreement. While that

may work for the landlord and, as in this case, even for the tenant, it

does not work for New York City's compelling need to control the

availability of affordable housing stock."]).

Regardless of whether the tenant or the landlord makes the

overture, we have developed consistent decisional law, in

furtherance of this explicit policy, of prohibiting landlords

and tenants from making private agreements to effectively

deregulate applicable housing units. . . . [S]uch a private

transaction injures the public by removing affordable

housing from the market. The goal of ensuring an adequate

supply of affordable housing is frustrated when landlords

and tenants attempt to contract around the regulated rent[s]

(id. at 16 [cleaned up]).

This Court has likewise recognized and condemned collusion to

circumvent the rent stabilization regulations (see Thornton, 5 NY3d at
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178 [landlord and tenants "conspired ... to circumvent rent stabilization

by leasing apartments as nonprimary residences above the regulated

rent, so as then to sublease the apartments at even higher rents. In

this way, both the owner and the prime tenants earned profits far above

what the Rent Stabilization Law allowed"]). Thus, this Court has

routinely held such potentially collusive acts, such as agreeing to an

arrangement to deregulate a rent stabilized apartment, anathema to

the important policies underlying rent stabilization and void at their

inception (see id. at 181 ["Reflecting an attempt to circumvent the Rent

Stabilization Law in violation of the public policy of New York, the

Baron lease was void at its inception."]).

Although the overarching policy of the Rent Stabilization Law is

to preserve the availability of an affordable housing stock in New York

City and to prevent the eviction of those rent stabilized tenants entitled

to protection, the law nevertheless provides specific means by which a

landlord, under specified circumstances, may deregulate an apartment.

For example, under the luxury decontrol provisions of the Rent

Stabilization Law, a landlord may take a vacant apartment out of rent

stabilization where the legal regulated rent exceeds $2,000 per month,
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and may take an occupied apartment out where the rent is more than

$2,000 per month and the occupants make more than $175,000 in

income per year (see Roberts u Tishman Speyer Properties, L.P., 13

NY3d 270, 280-281 [2009]).2

Where, however, the landlord is receiving, or has received, tax

exemptions or abatements for completing eligible building

rehabilitation projects, known as "J-51" benefits, any right the landlord

might otherwise have had to deregulate is restricted (see id. at 280;

Gersten, 88 AD3d at 194). If the landlord accepts J-51 benefits, its

apartments "are generally subject to rent stabilization for at least as

long as the J-51 benefits are in force" (.Roberts, 13 NY3d at 280).

Only two circumstances exist to allow deregulation of a rent

stabilized apartment after the landlord's receipt of J-51 benefits: (1) the

landlord includes a notice in each lease and renewal advising the tenant

that when the J-51 benefits expire, so does the tenant's right to a rent

stabilized renewal lease; or (2) the apartment becomes vacant after the

2 Effective January 1, 2018, the luxury decontrol threshold has increased to

$2,733.75 per month (see NYC Rent Guidelines Board, Deregulation FAQ, available

at https://wwwl.nyc.gov/site/rentguidelinesboard/resources/deregulation.page [last

accessed Aug. 17, 2018]), and the occupant income threshold has increased to

$200,000 per year (see Rent Stabilization Law of 1969 [Administrative Code of City

of NY] § 26-504.3 [a] [2]).
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J-51 benefits expire (see Rent Stabilization Code [9 NYCRR] § 2520.11 [o];

see also Gersten, 88 AD 3d at 194; East W. Renovating Co. v New York

State Div. of Hons. & Community Renewal, 16 AD3d 166, 166-167 [1st

Dept 2005]).

As can be seen here, neither of those circumstances occurred after

Fox's landlord received J-51 benefits. None of Fox's leases contained the

statutory notice, and Fox, the rent stabilized tenant, never vacated the

apartment. Nevertheless, the First Department erroneously held that a

private lease agreement between the landlord and Fox's corporate

entity had the effect of deregulating the apartment, in violation of the

strong public policy holding such agreements void at their inception.

B. The Fox Apartment

Plaintiff Barry Fox is 74 years old and has lived in the same

apartment since 1996, when he assembled and modified it—at his own

expense—by combining his old apartment with the apartment next door

R378).and some hallway space (R13-14, R42-44, R332-333, R375

Unbeknownst to Fox, his landlord was receiving J-51 benefits at the

time, which subjected the apartment to rent stabilization (R42-43,

R339). The landlord never told Fox about the receipt of J-51 benefits or
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that the apartment was rent stabilized, and never offered Fox a rent

stabilized renewal lease. Instead, the landlord steadily increased the

rent for Fox's apartment at market rates each year, well in excess of the

increases the landlord would have been entitled to obtain under the

rent stabilization regulations (R59, R234-235, R376). It is undisputed

that the landlord never included in Fox's lease or any renewal any

notice that the apartment would be deregulated upon the expiration of

the J-51 benefits, which occurred in 1997.

In 2008, after the landlord again asked for a substantial rent

increase, Fox, in view of a serious illness that had befallen him, asked

to add his company, MBE Ltd., to the "market" lease (R376-377). The

landlord agreed, provided that Fox affirm that he was the sole member

of MBE and that he would continue living in the apartment as his

primary residence (R333-334, R377-378). The owner also insisted that

Fox act as the personal guarantor of the 2008 lease (R333-334). At the

owner's insistence, Fox remained on the 2008 (and subsequent) leases,

as guarantor (R141, R169, R182, R192, R333-334).

At the same time that Fox executed the 2008 lease on behalf of

MBE, the owner also required Fox to fill out the "Tenant Information
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Sheet" that listed his name, "Barry Fox," as the "Name of Tenant"

(R377, R381). All of the other information on the Tenant Information

Sheet was also Fox's personal information, not MBE's (id.). The 2008

lease (and the subsequent leases) and supporting documents thus

clearly stated that Fox was and would remain the actual occupant of

the apartment (R377-378, R381).

In addition, paragraph 25 of the rider attached to the 2008 lease

provided for "joint and several liability" between Fox and MBE (R150,

R377-378). The letter enclosing the 2008 lease was addressed to Fox

personally, as were the subsequent 2010 and 2012 renewal leases

(R377-378). In the 2010 and 2012 leases, Fox had a pet rider for two

dogs, which were clearly his pets and not MBE's (R178, R201, R378).

It is undisputed that when Fox executed the 2008 lease, he did not

know that the apartment was subject to rent stabilization as a result of

the landlord's receipt of the J-51 benefits, or that he was entitled to a

renewal lease as a rent stabilized tenant (R376, R378-379). It is also

undisputed that even after adding MBE to the 2008 lease, Fox never

vacated the apartment and has continuously lived there from 1996 to

the present (R378).
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In 2009, this Court, in Roberts v Tishman Speyer Props., L.P. (13

NY3d 270 [2009]), clarified that the receipt of J-51 benefits barred a

landlord from "takfing] advantage of the luxury decontrol provisions of

the Rent Stabilization Law . . . while simultaneously receiving tax

incentive benefits under the City of New York's J-51 program" (id. at

280 [footnote omitted]). It is undisputed that, under this Court's

decision in Roberts and section 2520.11 (o) of the Rent Stabilization

Code, although the landlord's J-51 benefits expired in 1997, Fox's

apartment remained rent stabilized and he was the statutory tenant at

the time of the execution of the 2008 lease (R36, R43).

In 2014, 12 East purchased the building in which Fox's apartment

is located and declined to renew his lease in order to convert his

apartment into a luxury condominium (R379). Like the prior landlord,

12 East never advised Fox about the prior receipt of the J-51 benefits,

even though the Roberts decision made it crystal clear that the

landlord's receipt of those benefits entitled Fox to rent stabilization

rights (R379). Threatened with the loss of his home of 20 years, Fox

retained counsel and learned about the J-51 benefits for the first time

(R373-374, R379).
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C. The Supreme Court Order

In 2014, Plaintiffs commenced this action seeking, among other

things, a declaration that the apartment had been illegally deregulated

(R229-243). Defendants answered, and sought a declaration that the

2008 lease to MBE effectively deregulated the apartment (R307-323).

Defendants moved for summary judgment (R32-33). Plaintiffs cross-

moved for summary judgment for declaratory relief that the apartment

was unlawfully deregulated under this Court's decision in Roberts, and

for an award of attorneys' fees (R335-336).

Supreme Court, New York County (Wooten, J.), granted Plaintiffs'

cross-motion to the extent of declaring that the apartment was subject

to rent stabilization (R20-22, R29).3 Applying the well-established rule

3 Supreme Court also granted Defendants' motion for summary judgment to the

extent that it sought declarations that back rent should not be calculated under the

formula established in Thornton v Baron (5 NY3d 175 [2005]) and other formulas

proposed by Fox, and that the four-year statute of limitations should limit the

damages for rent overcharges that Plaintiffs could obtain. The Court, in addition,

dismissed Plaintiffs' second, third, and fourth causes of action, and denied

Defendants' summary judgment motion on their first, fourth, and fifth

counterclaims.

The First Department, with two Justices dissenting, recently revisited the rules

applicable to calculation of rent overcharge damages based on the proper rent on

the base date (see Matter of Regina Metro. Co. u New York State Diu. of Hons. &

Community Renewal, _	AD3d		, 2018 NY Slip Op 05797 [1st Dept Aug. 16, 2018]).

It is anticipated that the Regina Metro Co. order will be appealed to this Court, and

presents similar issues regarding the improper deregulation of apartments
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that was affirmed by this Court in Matter of Cale Dev. Co. v

Conciliation & Appeals Bd. (94 AD2d 229 [1st Dept 1983], affd 61 NY2d

976 [1984]), Supreme Court held that "the 2008 Lease between MBE

and Nostra did not terminate the rent stabilized status of the

apartment" because there was no vacancy upon which the apartment

could have been deregulated (R22). "[T]here is no evidence that Fox

vacated the apartment and that a new tenant moved in. Rather, he

requested, and the landlord agreed, that the tenant of record would be

in the name of his corporation, and he was named as a guarantor and

was listed as tenant on the information sheet. Thus, no new tenancy

was created" (R21).

Consistent with the Rent Stabilization Code's bar of any waiver of

rent stabilization rights, Supreme Court reasoned that "given that Fox

did not know that the apartment was improperly destabilized, he

should not be penalized for his failure to have his name included as a

tenant on the face of the lease" (R22). The evidence made clear that Fox

was the intended occupant of the apartment:

following receipt of J-51 benefits and the calculation of rent overcharge damages in

such situations.
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there is no question that Fox was the individual for whose

benefit the fiction [of a corporate tenancy] was created, and

there is no evidence that he did not continue living in the

apartment as his primary residence . . .

Although Fox is not listed on the lease, he is named on the

tenant information sheet, he has stated in his affidavit that

throughout, the apartment has been and continues to be his

primary residence, and defendants have not provided

evidence that would indicate that the apartment has not

been his primary residence

(R21-22).

On this basis, Supreme Court declared that the apartment

remained subject to rent stabilization after the 2008 lease to MBE

(R29). Plaintiffs appealed the Supreme Court order to the extent the

Court resolved damages issues against them (R6-7), and Defendants

cross-appealed (R12).

D. The Appellate Division Order

On appeal, the Appellate Division, First Department (Friedman,

J.P., Kahn, Gesmer, Kern, and Moulton, JJ.), with one Justice

dissenting, reversed the Supreme Court order on the law insofar as it

declared that Fox's apartment was not deregulated by the 2008 lease,

declared that "the apartment was deregulated in 2008," and otherwise
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dismissed Plaintiffs' appeal as academic (Fox v 12 E. 88th LLC, 160

AD3d 401 [1st Dept 2018]).

Applying the First Department's precedent in Manocherian v

Lenox Hill Hosp. (229 AD2d 197 [1st Dept 1997], Iv denied 90 NY2d 835

[1997]), the Appellate Division majority held that because Fox's name

was not listed on the face of the lease itself, the 2008 lease to MBE

unwittingly deregulated the apartment and terminated his rights to a

rent stabilized renewal lease (see Fox, 160 AD3d at 402). The Appellate

Division majority reasoned that the failure to name him as the actual

occupant on the 2008 lease, even though he was named on the Tenant

Information Sheet filled out at the same time, threatened to create a

perpetual corporate tenancy, contrary to its rule in Manocherian (see id.

at 403).

The Court refused to consider evidence (which the Court

mischaracterized as extrinsic) establishing Fox as the actual occupant

of the apartment because it was Fox, the tenant, who initiated the

change to the corporate lease, not the landlord (see id.). Therefore, the

Appellate Division majority held, the apartment was no longer rent

stabilized after the 2008 lease was executed (see id. at 402-403).
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To avoid its precedents and those of this Court that any tenant

waiver of rent stabilization rights is void ab initio, the Appellate

Division majority held (applying reasoning that was baldly circular)

that under the 2008 lease, Fox was no longer the tenant—MBE was—

and thus he had no rent stabilization rights to waive (see id. at 403-

404). Instead, the majority held, the 2008 lease substituting MBE as

the named tenant of the apartment created a "constructive" vacancy

sufficient to terminate his rent stabilized status based on the landlord's

prior receipt of J-51 benefits (see id. at 403 ["Here, precisely such an

event occurred to change the status of the apartment, in accordance

with Manocherian: a high-rent vacancy deregulation occurred when, on

May 19, 2008, at Fox's request, a market rate renewal lease was

entered into by MBE at $25,000 per month, without Fox being a

signatory to the lease. Fox was thereby deemed to have vacated the

apartment." [emphasis added]).

Justice Gesmer, in dissent, disagreed with the majority's premise

that rent stabilization rights may be unknowingly waived where a

corporate tenancy is created and the actual occupant is known, but not

expressly listed on the face of the lease. To the contrary, Justice Gesmer
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reasoned, Fox could not validly waive his rent stabilized rights by

executing the 2008 lease to MBE because he did not even know he was

entitled to those rights (see id. at 404-405).

Justice Gesmer pointed to the Rent Stabilization Code and case

law barring tenant waiver of rent stabilization rights, which the

majority ignored in its application of Manocherian, and cogently noted,

"I am concerned that the majority ruling in this case essentially finds

that the rule established in Manocherian trumps the Rent Stabilization

Code's heretofore 'sacrosanct' mandate prohibiting waiver of rent

stabilization" (id. at 405). 4 Additionally, Justice Gesmer reasoned, the

courts should not be prohibited from reviewing extrinsic evidence in a

case such as this to determine whether the actual occupant of the

apartment satisfies the two-pronged Manocherian rule (see id. at 406). 5

Based on the well-reasoned and highly persuasive dissent of

Justice Gesmer, and the significant novel issues of great importance to

the continuing vitality of the rent stabilization scheme in New York

4 Justice Gesmer is quoting from Gersten, 88 AD3d at 199.

5 As noted above, Plaintiffs moved for leave to appeal to this Court at the

Appellate Division. That motion was denied (see Fox v 12 E. 88th LLC, Iv denied

2018 NY Slip Op 78027 [U] [1st Dept July 19, 2018]).
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City, Plaintiffs now seek leave to appeal to this Court from the

Appellate Division order.

Argument

Point I

The First Department Order Enforcing a Lease that

Deregulates a Rent Stabilized Apartment and Waives

the Rent Stabilized Tenant's Rights Violates the Rent

Stabilization Code and Creates a Precedent for Collusive,

Coercive, or Deceptive Removal of Apartments from

the Stable of Affordable Housing in New York City

Applying its rule in Manocherian to give effect to a lease

agreement that unwittingly waived Fox's rent stabilization rights and

caused the deregulation of his apartment, the First Department failed

to follow the settled rule that such agreements are void ab initio and of

no effect. The Rent Stabilization Code expressly provides, and this

Court has consistently held, that private arrangements like the 2008

lease here that have the effect of taking an apartment out of rent

stabilization are void ab initio, because they are anathema to the

important public policies underlying the New York City rent

stabilization regulations preserving the City's stock of affordable

housing, and preventing collusive actions by both landlords and tenants
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that would undermine the continuing vitality of the rent regulation

scheme.

Once the First Department held that the 2008 lease had the effect

of deregulating Fox's apartment under Manocherictn, it was obligated to

complete the analysis and hold that (1) the 2008 lease was, therefore,

void at its inception, and (2) Fox continued as the rent stabilized

statutory tenant entitled to a renewal lease. It erroneously failed to do

so.

Ignoring Fox's undisputed continuing occupancy of the apartment,

which precluded any finding of an actual vacancy, as required to

deregulate the apartment following the expiration of the landlord's J-51

benefits, the First Department employed a sleight-of-hand contrivance

to create a constructive vacancy of the apartment and hold that Fox had

not waived his rent stabilization rights because, under the 2008 lease,

he was no longer the tenant. The First Department's reasoning is

circular, however. To hold that Fox was no longer the tenant and had

not waived his rent stabilization rights, the First Department

necessarily gave effect to the 2008 lease, which the Rent Stabilization
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Code mandates be deemed void ab initio precisely because it waived

Fox's rights.

The First Department order creates a dangerous precedent that

would allow for the collusive, coercive, or deceptive deregulation of rent

stabilized apartments throughout New York City by the simple

expedient of putting leases in the names of corporate entities while

intentionally omitting any reference to the intended actual occupant of

the apartment. Following the First Department order, such

arrangements would allow private parties to waive rent stabilization

rights whenever it was financially profitable to do so, contrary to the

express terms of the Rent Stabilization Code, and would significantly

undermine the continuing viability of the rent stabilization scheme.

This Court should grant leave to appeal.

A Rent Stabilized Tenant May Not Waive His or Her Rent

Stabilization Rights and Any Arrangement Having That

Effect is Void Ab Initio.

A.

The Rent Stabilization Code could not be clearer. It forbids a

tenant from entering an agreement that would have the effect of

waiving rent stabilization rights and agreeing to an arrangement to

deregulate a rent stabilized apartment (see Rent Stabilization Code [9
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NYCRR] § 2520.13 ["An agreement by the tenant to waive the benefit of

any provision of the RSL or this Code is void."]). Such an agreement is

not merely voidable, but void from its inception and of no effect (see id.;

Thornton, 5 NY3d at 179 ["a lease provision purporting to exempt an

apartment from rent regulation in exchange for an agreement not to use

the apartment as a primary residence is against public policy and

void"]; Draper, 94 NY2d at 810-811; 390 W. End Assoc., 298 AD2d at 12

["The lease at issue on this appeal [providing that the tenant would not

use the apartment as his primary residence] is essentially the same as

leases which we have previously held to be void ab initio."]).

This remains so irrespective of which party, the landlord or the

tenant, first sought the lease agreement that would result in

deregulation, and regardless of whether the tenant benefits from the

agreement (see Drucker, 30 AD3d at 41 ["A tenant cannot avoid this

policy by the expedient of entering private agreements purporting to

take a lease out of the rent regulation schema even if the particular

agreement is the product of a stipulated settlement." (cleaned up)]; 390

W. End Assoc., 298 AD2d at 16 ["Regardless of whether the tenant or

the landlord makes the overture, we have developed consistent
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decisional law, in furtherance of this explicit policy, of prohibiting

landlords and tenants from making private agreements to effectively

deregulate applicable housing units."]).

The courts have voided not only agreements to deregulate rent

stabilized apartments through non-primary residence clauses, but also

arrangements precisely like the 2008 lease here, where the nominal

new tenant is a corporation (see Yanni v New York State Div. of Hous. &

Community Renewal, 194 AD2d 375, 376 [1st Dept 1993] ["the record

shows that petitioner willfully overcharged rent by requiring tenants to

lease the apartment in a corporate name, even though petitioner knew

the apartment would be used primarily for residential purposes, all

pursuant to a scheme to evade the Rent Stabilization Code. The record

does not support petitioner's claim that the apartment had been legally

exempted from the requirements of the Rent Stabilization Code as a

commercial unit" (emphasis added)], Iv denied 82 NY2d 662 [1993]; see

also Matter of 20 W. 76th St., LLC v Division of Hous. & Community

Renewal, 306 AD2d 6, 8 [1st Dept 2003]).

In decisions voiding the various arrangements inserted in leases

for the purpose of deregulating a rent stabilized apartment, the courts
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have noted that often the arrangements reflect collusive efforts for the

financial benefit of both the landlord and tenant to profit through

excessive rental rates in leases and sub-leases (see Thornton, 5 NY3d at

178; 390 W. End Assoc., 298 AD2d at 15-16). Public policy reasons

forbid enforcement of these agreements, notwithstanding that both

parties have sought deregulation and stand to benefit, because the Rent

Stabilization Law's core focus is not what will occur in any individual

case, but what is best to protect the entire market of affordable housing

in New York City:

Our long-established public policy of preserving a moderate-

priced housing stock in New York City, based on a

legislative finding of an emergency shortage of affordable

housing which exists up to the present, has been carefully

codified in rent statutes and regulations, for which a

comprehensive body of case law has evolved. This policy

must be accorded primacy in the present dispute, which

goes to the very heart of our rent stabilization scheme. To

permit the enforcement of this lease agreement would

essentially allow any landlord to evade rent regulations by

the mere expedient of a private agreement. While that may

work for the landlord and, as in this case, even for the

tenant, it does not work for New York City's compelling

need to control the availability of affordable housing stock.

This principle must guide our analysis.

(390 W. End Assoc., 298 AD2d at 15; see also Thornton, 5 NY3d at 182;

Drucker, 30 AD3d at 39-40).
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B. The First Department Failed to Adhere to the Rent

Stabilization Code's Mandate and this Court's Settled

Precedent Requiring Invalidation of the 2008 Lease Upon

its Holding that the Lease Effected a Deregulation of the

Apartment.

The decretal paragraph of the First Department order declares

that Fox's apartment was deregulated in 2008. The Appellate Division

majority's basis for that ruling was that, under Manocherian, the 2008

lease naming MBE as the tenant of record, without also expressly

providing on the face of the lease that Fox would remain the actual

occupant of the apartment, violated the primary residence requirement

of the Rent Stabilization Code (see Fox, 160 AD3d at 402-403).

Under the Rent Stabilization Code and this Court's settled

precedent, the First Department's holding that the 2008 lease effected a

deregulation of the apartment has a dispositive legal effect that the

First Department improperly ignored: it rendered the 2008 lease void

ab initio (see Rent Stabilization Code [9 NYCRR] § 2520.13; Thornton, 5

NY3d at 179; Draper, 94 NY2d at 810-811; 390 W. End Assoc., 298

AD2d at 12). Because the landlord and Fox (the ongoing occupant of the

apartment and the sole member of MBE) could not lawfully agree to an

arrangement that would have the effect of waiving Fox's rights as the
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statutory tenant and deregulating the apartment, as the First

Department held that the 2008 lease did under Manocherian, the First

Department was required to follow through the analysis to completion.

Had the First Department done so, this Court's precedent affirmatively

required it to declare that the 2008 lease was void precisely because it

effected a deregulation of the apartment (see Thornton, 5 NY3d at 179),

and that Fox was a statutory tenant entitled to a rent stabilized

renewal lease (see Gersten, 88 AD3d at 199; see also Rent Stabilization

Code [9 NYCRR] § 2523.5 ["the failure to offer a renewal lease pursuant

to this section shall not deprive the tenant of any protections or rights

provided by the RSL and this Code and the tenant shall continue to

have the same rights as if the expiring lease were still in effect"]).

By giving effect to the 2008 lease to MBE as the basis for

deregulating the apartment, the First Department's order authorizes

the waiver (in this case, unwitting) of Fox's rent stabilization rights by

private agreement. The First Department order is thus in direct conflict

with the express terms of the Rent Stabilization Code (see Rent

Stabilization Code [9 NYCRR] § 2520.13) and the numerous precedents

of this Court and the Appellate Division, which all hold that
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arrangements in leases having the effect of deregulation of a rent

stabilized apartment, whether intentional or not, are void ab initio and

of no effect (see Thornton, 5 NY3d at 179; Draper, 94 NY2d at 810-811;

390 W. End Assoc., 298 AD2d at 15-16). 6

Moreover, because a tenant may not intentionally waive his or her

rent stabilization rights (see Gersten, 88 AD3d at 199 ["this Court has

held that parties to a rent-stabilized lease may not 'contract out of rent

stabilization,' even where their agreement bestows obvious advantages

on the tenant," quoting Drucker, 30 AD3d at 42]), it plainly follows that

the tenant cannot do so unwittingly, as here. The First Department's

order nevertheless sanctions that exact result, contrary to established

law.

In order to avoid this Court's clear precedent, the First

Department had to somehow hold that Fox had not, in fact, actually

waived his rent stabilization rights in the 2008 MBE lease. It

accomplished this by employing blatantly circular reasoning—the First

Department concluded that because Fox was no longer named as a

tenant under the 2008 lease, he had no rights to waive (see Fox, 160

6 Upon execution of the void 2008 lease, Fox remained a statutory tenant of the

apartment with every provision of his prior rental agreement still in effect and was

entitled to a rent stabihzed renewal lease (see Gersten, 88 AD3d at 199).
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AD3d at 403-404). To do so, however, the First Department had to give

effect to the transfer of the tenancy from Fox to MBE, his wholly owned

corporation, in the 2008 lease, an agreement which is void under this

Court's precedent precisely because it waived Fox's rent stabilization

rights (see Thornton, 5 NY3d at 179; Draper, 94 NY2d at 810-811; 390

W. End Assoc., 298 AD2d at 15-16).

In addition to being based on fatally flawed circular reasoning, the

First Department order provides landlords and tenants with a blueprint

for collusive, coercive, or deceptive deregulation of rent stabilized

apartments. Under the First Department order, any landlord and

tenant who wish to game the system to their economic advantages may

privately agree to a lease naming a corporate entity as the tenant of

record and intentionally fail to specify the intended actual occupant of

the corporate tenancy. The First Department's order below applies the

rule in Manocherian to hold that such an arrangement deregulates the

apartment, ignoring the settled law that such an agreement is thereby

rendered void ab initio. Thus the First Department order, if not

reviewed (and reversed) by this Court, would allow landlords and

tenants to collude to lease and sublease apartments that should still be
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subject to rent stabilization at rental rates far in excess of those

otherwise permitted, which will have the effect of greatly reducing the

available affordable housing stock in New York City and threatening

the continuing vitality of the rent regulation scheme (see Thornton, 5

NY3d at 178; 390 W. End Assoc., 298 AD2d at 15-16). This Court should

not let such a dangerous precedent stand unreviewed.

Point II

This Court Should Grant Leave to Address Whether a

"Constructive Vacancy" is Sufficient to Deregulate a Rent

Stabilized Apartment After Receipt of J-51 Benefits

Only two circumstances exist permitting deregulation of an

apartment that is subject to rent stabilization as a result of the receipt

of J-51 benefits (see Rent Stabilization Code [9 NYCRR] § 2520.11 [oj;

Gersten, 88 AD 3d at 194). First, a landlord that receives J-51 benefits

may "include a J-51 rider in the lease informing the occupant that the

apartment will be deregulated upon the termination of the benefit"

(Gersten, 88 AD3d at 194). It is undisputed that Fox's landlord never

included a J-51 rider in any of Fox's leases.

Second, if, as here, "the lease does not contain the requisite notice,

occupied units remain subject to rent stabilization until a vacancy
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occurs after the expiration of the J-51 benefits" (id. [emphasis added];

see Rent Stabilization Code [9 NYCRR] § 2520.11 [o] [1] [deregulation

when receipt of J-51 benefit ends and unit then "became vacant"]). For

the first time in New York law, the First Department below held that a

constructive vacancy, where the tenant of record changed but the actual

occupant of the apartment never physically vacated the premises, is

sufficient to deregulate a rent stabilized apartment pursuant to section

2520.11 (o) (1) of the Rent Stabilization Code. The First Department's

holding presents not only a novel issue, but one that drastically alters

the existing law of vacancy, and thus warrants this Court's review.

Under New York landlord-tenant law, "vacancy" has always been

construed as a physical dispossession of the premises, such that a

tenant's remaining in occupancy and possession of a rent stabilized

apartment bars the apartment from vacancy deregulation. In Matter of

73 Warren St., LLC v State of N.Y. Div. of Hous. & Community Renewal

(96 AD3d 524 [1st Dept 2012]), for example, the owner of a rent-

stabilized building that received J-51 tax benefits commenced a rent

decontrol proceeding when the benefits expired. In considering the

relevant decontrol provisions, the Appellate Division held that the
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apartment remained subject to rent stabilization because the tenant

was "still in possession and was not given the requisite notices" {id. at

527).

Similarly, in 72A Realty Assoc. v Lucas (101 AD3d 401 [1st Dept

2012], the Court determined that the protections of rent stabilization

still applied where the tenant had taken possession of a rent stabilized

unit while the landlord was still receiving a J-51 tax abatement, was

not properly notified in her leases that rent stabilization would expire

when the J-51 tax benefits expired, and had never vacated the premises

{see id. at 401-402).

Furthermore, under the Rent Stabilization Code, an apartment

cannot be deregulated until the rent stabilized tenant actually

physically vacates the premises, even if his or her lease has expired {see

Gersten, 88 AD3d at 199 ["When a rent-stabilized tenant's initial lease

expires, the tenant becomes a so-called 'statutory tenant.' By law, every

provision of a tenant's original rental agreement remains part of the

landlord-tenant relationship imposed on the parties for the remainder

of the tenant's occupancy of the unit. Thus, pursuant to RSL, the rent

regulated status of an apartment is a continuous circumstance that
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remains until different facts or events occur that change the status of

the apartment. This Court considers such legislative mandate so

sacrosanct as to be impervious to waiver."]; see also 72A Realty Assoc.,

101 AD3d at 402 [holding that the protections of rent stabilization

remained in place, despite expiration of the tenant's lease, since the

tenant remained in possession of the premises as a holdover tenant]; cf.

Matter of Ghignone v Joy, 55 NY2d 853, 855 [1982] ["Mrs. Thompson is

clearly entitled to 'use or possession' of the apartment within the

meaning of the decontrol provisions of the rent control statute, and has

resided there continually since 1942. Accordingly, there has been no

hiatus in possession or actual physical vacancy of the premises by the

statutory tenant as would be required to support an order of

decontrol."]).

Thus, even if the tenant's occupancy of the premises is no longer

authorized through a lease agreement, the tenant's continued physical

presence and actual occupation of the rent stabilized apartment ensures

continued rent stabilization protection (see Valsac 906 LLC v Orenstein,

42 Misc 3d 1206[A], *5-6 [Civ Ct 2014] [despite the tenant signing a

surrender agreement stating that she would vacate the premises, the
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apartment nonetheless remained rent stabilized following the receipt of

J-51 benefits because an "actual physical vacancy" was required and

never occurred]). Contrary to the First Department's interpretation, it

is only when the tenant physically vacates a rent stabilized apartment

that the unit may be subject to deregulation. Indeed, actual physical

occupancy and constructive vacancy by the same tenant are

irreconcilable conditions. A tenant cannot vacate the rent stabilized

apartment for deregulation purposes if he or she still physically

occupies the premises. Because the First Department's order directly

conflicts with this precedent, and has created an entirely new basis for

deregulation of a rent stabilized apartment following the receipt of J-51

benefits, this Court should grant leave to appeal.

Furthermore, interpretation of section 2520.11 (o) (1) as requiring

that the rent stabilized tenant physically vacate the apartment to allow

for deregulation after receipt of J-51 benefits is consistent with other

provisions of the Rent Stabilization Code that use the term "vacant" {see

e.g. Rent Stabilization Code [9 NYCRR] § 2522.4 [a]; see also People v

Wallace, _ NY3d _, 2018 NY Slip Op 03305, *3 [Ct App May 8, 2018]

["As one part of an act of the legislature may be referred to in aid of the
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interpretation of other parts of the same act, in the case of doubt or

uncertainty, acts in pari materia may be referred to in order to discern

the intent of the legislature in the use of particular terms."]). For

example, when a landlord performs substantial improvements to a

building or a unit, the landlord may obtain a rent increase for an

occupied unit if the tenant consents (see Rent Stabilization Code [9

NYCRR] § 2522.4 [a] [1]). No consent is required, however, if the unit is

vacant (id.). That distinction makes sense only if the unit for which no

consent is required is actually unoccupied.

Even outside the purview of landlord-tenant law, vacancy is

evaluated based upon the lack of a physical presence on the premises.

Thus, in foreclosure proceedings, residential real property is deemed

vacant when, after three consecutive inspections are conducted within a

specified time frame, there is "no occupant . . . present and ... no

evidence of occupancy on the property to indicate that any persons are

residing there" (RPAPL 1309 [2]). If the occupant is present, or there is

evidence indicating that the individual remains in occupancy, then the

property cannot be deemed vacant.
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The dictionary definition of the term "vacant" as used in section

2520.11 (o) (1) of the Rent Stabilization Code similarly requires the

apartment to be empty or unoccupied (see Black's Law Dictionary,

Vacant [10th ed 2014]; see also id., Vacancy ["The quality, state, or

condition of being unoccupied, esp. in reference to an office, post, or

piece of property."]). Thus, the First Department's interpretation of

section 2520.11 (o) (1) to allow a constructive vacancy to deregulate the

apartment, even though it is undisputed that Fox has always physically

occupied the premises, also conflicts with settled principles of statutory

and regulatory interpretation that "where the language of a statute is

clear, it should be construed according to its plain terms" (Schoenefeld v

State of New York, 25 NY3d 22, 26 [2015]; see also People v Ocasio, 28

NY3d 178, 181 [2016] [where the statute leaves a term undefined, "we

must give the term its ordinary and commonly understood meaning. In

determining the meaning of statutory language, we have regarded

dictionary definitions as useful guideposts" (cleaned up)]).

This Court should, therefore, grant leave to clarify that a rent

stabilized apartment may only be deregulated on the ground of a
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vacancy after expiration of J-51 benefits where the rent stabilized

tenant no longer actually physically occupies the apartment.

Point III

This Court Should Grant Leave to Clarify that a Corporate

Tenant is Entitled to a Rent Stabilized Renewal Lease

Where the Actual Intended Occupant of the Apartment

Satisfies the Primary Residency Requirement

A. The First Department's Manocherian Rule Requiring the

Intended Actual Occupant of a Corporate Lease to be

Expressly Named on the Face of the Lease Unduly

Restricts This Court's Precedent in Cale and Sommer I.

In Matter of Cale Dev. Co. v Conciliation & Appeals Bd. (61 NY2d

976 [1984], affg on opn below 94 AD2d 229 [1st Dept 1983]) and Matter

of Sommer v New York City Conciliation & Appeals Bd. (61 NY2d 973

[1984], affg on opn below 93 AD2d 481 [1st Dept 1983] [Sommer i]), this

Court held that a corporate tenant that leases an apartment for the use

and occupancy of an officer, director, or other employee is entitled to a

renewal lease under the Rent Stabilization Law where it can satisfy the

primary residence test. Because a corporation itself is a legal fiction

that cannot physically occupy an apartment, this Court held that the

primary residence test applies instead to the "actual occupant" of the

apartment (Cale Dev. Co., 94 AD2d at 232 ["where an apartment is
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leased to a corporate tenant for the use and occupancy of an officer,

director or employee, the primary residence test is applied, not to the

corporation, but to the actual occupant of the apartment"]).

In Sommer I, for example, this Court held that a corporate tenant

was entitled to a rent stabilized renewal lease because, although the

lease was in the corporation's name, "it was a lease which, for all

practical purposes, was entered into between" the landlord and the

corporate officer who was the actual intended occupant of the

apartment and who maintained the apartment as his primary residence

(,Sommer I, 93 AD2d at 484-485).

Following Cale and Sommer I, the Appellate Division explained

that determining whether a corporate lessee is entitled to a rent

stabilized renewal lease breaks down into a two-part inquiry: (1) "what

individual or individuals are contractually designated by the corporate

tenant and landlord to occupy the premises, and if, in fact, those

individuals are the occupants," and (2) are the intended actual

occupants of the corporate tenancy actually using the apartment as

their primary residence (.Matter of Schwartz Landes Assoc. u New York

City Conciliation & Appeals Bd., 117 AD2d 74, 76 [1st Dept 1986]). This
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test places the proper focus of the inquiry on who is the intended actual

occupant of the corporate tenancy and ensures that that individual

satisfies the Rent Stabilization Code's primary residence requirement to

protect against the improper use of a rent stabilized apartment for non

primary residence purposes (see id. at 78-79 ["The central purpose of

the 1971 amendment to the Local Emergency Rent Control Act of 1962

allowing decontrol of accomodations [sic] not used as primary residences

was to help ensure that the continuing shortage of residential housing

was not exacerbated by tenants using their rent controlled and rent

stabilized apartments only occasionally for convenience or for storage."

(citations omitted)]).

As the First Department explained in Schwartz Landes Assoc.

however, the intended actual occupant of the rent stabilized apartment

need not necessarily be listed on the face of the corporate lease, as long as

that individual is readily identifiable (see id. at 78 ["this Court has

never held that only named individuals may be authorized occupants

under a rent stabilized corporate tenancy. As recently as our decision in

Cale we left open the possibility that a class rather than specified

persons might be authorized occupants for renewal purposes ... It was,
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therefore, implicit in onr Koenig holding that the occupancy of a class

whose members are not individually named in the lease, does not of

itself relieve the landlord of its renewal obligation."]). The primary

residence requirement is satisfied regardless of whether the intended

actual occupant is specified expressly in the lease or is otherwise

identifiable from the lease and the supporting documents executed at

the same time (see Nau v Vulcan Rail & Constr. Co., 286 NY 188, 197

[1941] ["All three instruments were executed at substantially the same

time, related to the same subject-matter, were contemporaneous

writings and must be read together as one."]; Brax Capital Group, LLC

v WinWin Gaming, Inc., 83 AD 3d 591, 592 [1st Dept 2011]), the

necessary inquiry remains whether the intended actual occupant

satisfies the Rent Stabilization Code's primary residence test sufficient

to entitle the corporate lessee to a rent stabilized renewal lease.

Indeed, this Court and the Appellate Division have long histories

of ensuring that the protections of the Rent Stabilization Law are

guaranteed to the actual occupants of an apartment under a corporate

tenancy (see Yanni, 194 AD2d at 376; Matter of Sommer v New York

City Conciliation & Appeals Bel., 116 AD2d 457, 459 [1st Dept 1986]
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[Sommer III\; Koenig v Jewish Child Care Assn. of N.Y., 107 AD2d 542,

545 [1st Dept 1985], affd 67 NY2d 955 [1986]; Matter of Sommer v New

York City Conciliation & Appeals Bd., 99 AD2d 991, 993 [1st Dept 1984]

[Sommer ZZ], appeal withdrawn 62 NY2d 977 [1984]; Cole Dev. Co., 94

AD2d at 232-233; Sommer I, 93 AD2d at 484-485).

Although the doctrine in Cale and Sommer I was never mentioned

in this Court's decision in Manocherian v Lenox Hill Hosp. (84 NY2d

385 [1994]), the First Department (on remand in Manocherian)

interpreted this Court's Manocherian holding—declaring unconstitutional

a statute intended to grant the non-profit hospital rights to rent

stabilized renewal leases even though no identifiable individuals would

be consistently living in the apartments—as rolling back the Cale

doctrine "to its limited holding: that a corporation is entitled to a

renewal lease where the lease specifies a particular individual as the

occupant and no perpetual tenancy is possible" (.Manocherian, 229

AD2d at 205). Nothing in this Court's decision in Manocherian,

however, actually abrogated or limited the prior settled rule from Cale

and Sommer I. The First Department below erred by restricting this

rule to require that the intended occupant be listed as such expressly on
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the face of the lease, instead of simply being the identifiable intended

actual occupant.

Here, all the documents that were executed at the same time as

the 2008 lease should be read together, as one agreement {see Nau, 286

NY at 197; Brax Capital Group, LLC, 83 AD 3d at 592). Doing so, it is

readily apparent that Fox is the intended actual occupant of the

apartment. In fact, the Tenant Information Sheet, which the landlord

required Fox to provide as part of the execution of the 2008 lease, says

so explicitly (R381). And it is undisputed that Fox, having lived in the

apartment continuously since 1996, satisfies the Rent Stabilization

Code's primary residence requirement (R107-119, R156, R375-376,

Contrary to the First Department's holding, thoseR377-378, R381).

documents were not extrinsic evidence. They were a group of documents

that form a single agreement expressly naming Fox as the intended

actual occupant of the apartment.

Fox satisfies both prongs of the test under Cale and Sommer I. As

a result, if the First Department had correctly applied this Court's

settled precedent, it should have held that Fox's apartment was still

subject to rent stabilization even after execution of the 2008 lease to
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MBE (see Fox, 160 AD3d at 405-406 [Gesmer, J., dissenting] ["there is

no dispute that it was the intent of both parties to the 2008 lease that

MBE could only be the tenant for so long as Fox was the sole member

and he continued to reside there, fulfilling both Manocherian

requirements of an intended occupant and a non-perpetual tenancy"]).

Because Fox was entitled to rent stabilization rights in 1996 and

thereafter, he could not knowingly or unknowingly waive those rights in

2008. The 2008 lease, therefore, was a nullity and could not operate as a

waiver of those rights, and Fox—not MBE—is still the rent stabilized

tenant of the apartment.

The First Department's Refusal to Consider Extrinsic

Evidence Was in Error.

B.

Even if the evidence naming Fox as the actual occupant of the

apartment is considered extrinsic evidence, the First Department erred

by holding that the evidence could not be considered. Specifying in the

corporate lease itself the intended actual occupant of a rent stabilized

apartment is but one of multiple ways to identify the occupant at the

beginning of the tenancy. It is not, however, the only way, as the First

Department misconstrued the rule in Manocherian. The intended

actual occupant may be identified in the documents executed at the
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same time as the lease (see Nau, 286 NY at 197; Brax Capital Group,

LLC, 83 AD 3d at 592), or by other evidence extrinsic to the lease, as

New York courts have routinely held (see e.g. Draper, 94 NY2d at 811

[evidence submitted to disprove provision in the lease that the

apartment would not be used as the tenant's primary residence]; Herald

Towers v Sun Lord Intl., 302 AD2d 306, 306-307 [1st Dept 2003]

[evidence, such as "checks written by Moid personally over the course of

some 20 years and accepted by petitioner as rent for the subject

apartment," showing that corporate tenancy "was a fiction"]). So long as

the intended actual occupant may be identified in one of these ways, the

and the courts may still evaluate whether thatlandlord, DHCR,

identifiable individual satisfies the primary residence test to entitle the

corporate entity to a rent stabilized renewal lease.

There can be no question that the primary residence test itself

requires consideration of extrinsic evidence:

(u) Primary residence. Although no single factor shall be

solely determinative, evidence which may be considered in

determining whether a housing accommodation subject to

this Code is occupied as a primary residence shall include,

without limitation, such factors as listed below:

(1) specification by an occupant of an address other

than such housing accommodation as a place of
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residence on any tax return, motor vehicle registration,

driver's license or other document filed with a public

agency;

(2) use by an occupant of an address other than such

housing accommodation as a voting address;

(3) occupancy of the housing accommodation for an

aggregate of less than 183 days in the most recent

calendar year, except for temporary periods of

relocation pursuant to section 2523.5(b)(2) of this Title;

and

(4) subletting of the housing accommodation

(Rent Stabilization Code [9 NYCRR] § 2520.6 [u]). The First Department's

holding that extrinsic evidence may not be considered in determining

the intended actual occupant of a corporate tenancy is thus incongruous

with the very test that this Court's holdings in Cale and Sommer I

required it to apply.

The Appellate Division majority also justified its refusal to

consider the uncontroverted extrinsic evidence that Fox was the

intended and actual occupant of the apartment as his primary

residence, as contemplated by the corporate lease to MBE and the

supporting documents, on the ground that it was Fox who had initiated

the request for the corporate lease (see Fox, 160 AD 3d at 402-403).

Ironically, despite rejecting such evidence for purposes of deciding
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whether Fox was the actual occupant of the apartment who should have

been granted a rent stabilized renewal lease in 2008, the Appellate

Division majority necessarily relied on extrinsic evidence to make that

very determination. Specifically, the Court relied on a fact not set forth

in the 2008 lease: that Fox requested that MBE be added as the tenant

of record.

Given the strong public policy in favor of preserving an adequate

stock of affordable housing units in New York City, it is readily

apparent that the need to effectuate the legislative intent underlying

the Rent Stabilization Law and Rent Stabilization Code should

supercede general contract interpretation principles concerning

extrinsic evidence. Several cases from this Court and the Appellate

Division suggest this is so, and appear to support their holdings by

citing to extrinsic evidence (see e.g. Draper, 94 NY2d at 811; Herald

Towers, 302 AD2d at 306-307). The Rent Stabilization Law's anti-

eviction policy also would appear to make consideration of this evidence

appropriate.

The purportedly "extrinsic" evidence here makes clear that Fox

was the actual occupant of the apartment, as Justice Gesmer reasoned:
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the landlord required that Fox provide proof that he was

MBE's sole member, that Fox was listed as the tenant on the

tenant information sheets completed in conjunction with the

lease, that letters enclosing the 2008 and subsequent leases

were addressed to Fox personally, and that the pet riders to

the 2010 and 2012 leases listed Fox's dogs

{Fox, 160 AD3d at 406 [Gesmer, J., dissenting]).

The Appellate Division majority's anomalous new rule that

extrinsic evidence may only be considered if the tenant does not initiate

the corporate tenancy appears to have been created out of whole cloth to

justify a predetermined outcome against Fox. In any event, even

accepting the relevance of which party initiated the corporate tenancy,

that fact cannot be dispositive where the landlord failed to notify the

initiating tenant of his rent stabilization rights. "Fox's landlord's having

withheld the crucial information from him that could have put him on

notice that he was entitled to rent stabilization coverage at least raises

a question of fact as to whether the landlord effectively initiated the

lease change in this case" {id. [Gesmer, J., dissenting]).
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c. The 2008 Lease to MBE Does Not Risk Authorizing a

Perpetual Corporate Tenancy.

Although the First Department was concerned in Manocherian

that a corporate tenancy with no identifiable occupant could undermine

the rent stabilization scheme by authorizing a perpetual rent stabilized

tenancy, no risk of a perpetual corporate tenancy exists here. Unlike the

corporate tenant in Manocherian, Fox has never sought renewal rent

stabilized leases in the name of MBE (R379-380). He claims only his

own personal rights to remain as the rent stabilized tenant of the

apartment he has occupied continuously since 1996, and which was

indisputably required to be rent stabilized in 1996 and continuously

thereafter.

Because MBE is a sole member LLC, a fact which the landlord

required to be stipulated immediately before execution of the 2008 lease

(R156, R377-378), Fox is the only corporate officer for whose benefit the

lease could have been entered. The 2008 lease, thus, does not present a

risk that Fox's apartment will be placed in "perpetual trust for the

benefit of whomever, at a particular point in time, might happen to

occupy a corporate office" (Cale Dev. Co., 94 AD2d at 935). To the

contrary, once Fox's tenancy ends and he vacates the apartment, so too
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would the apartment's rent stabilized status (see Rent Stabilization

Code [9 NYCRR] § 2520.11 [o] [1]).

The First Department's misreading of this Court's holding in

Manocherian, and erroneous application of its misinterpretation to the

2008 lease to effect a deregulation of Fox's apartment, directly conflicts

with this Court's settled precedent and warrants this Court's review.

Conclusion

For the foregoing reasons, Plaintiffs-Movants respectfully request

that this Court grant their motion for leave to appeal in its entirety,

and award them such other relief as this Court shall deem just, proper,

or equitable.
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